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a b s t r a c t

In the past decade, many works have focused on the development of moving object database indexing
and querying. Most of those works have concentrated on the common spatial queries which are used
with static objects as well. However, moving objects have different features from static objects which
may lead to a variety of queries. Therefore, it is important to understand the full spectrum of moving
object queries, even before starting to build an index structure for such objects. The aim of this paper is
to provide a complete picture of the capabilities of moving object queries. Thus motivated, in this paper
we propose a taxonomy of moving object queries, comprising five perspectives: (i) Location perspective,
(ii) Motion perspective, (iii) Object perspective, (vi) Temporal perspective and (v) Patterns perspective.
These give an overall view of what moving object queries are about. In this work, each perspective is
described and examples are given.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Moving objects are objects (points) that change their locations
(geometric attributes) over time [1], which requires a higher up-
date frequency. For instance, taxis traveling around the cities are
considered asmoving objects because they frequently change their
locations over time, which requires a high level of updating in the
taxi centers’ databases. Other examples are cars, aircraft, ships,mo-
bile phone users, armies, individuals and many more. Moreover,
tracking thesemoving objects is essential for big data applications.
Therefore, the indexing of moving objects plays a critical role in
query processing, and our aim is to present a complete study re-
garding the capabilities of querying moving objects.

In addition, the storage and manipulation of moving objects
will be based on spatial information representing static geograph-
ical objects alongside temporal information. There is an important
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difference between the indexing and querying of moving objects
and that of static objects. With static objects, spatial data struc-
tures basically assume that the objects are constant unless conspic-
uously updated, whereas moving objects require frequent updates
of the locations. Fig. 1 illustrates the difference between moving
objects and static objects. Fig. 1(a) shows that the locations of static
objects are constant unless conspicuously altered (e.g. change ad-
dress). On the other hand, Fig. 1(b) shows that the locations ofmov-
ing objects are constantly updated. Moreover, Fig. 1(b) shows the
new features of the moving objects such as direction, velocity and
movement patterns, which do not exist for static objects.

With the development of tracking and positioning systems,
such as GPS and WI-FI, the correct recording of locations has be-
come available which allows the querying of the moving objects.
A large number of moving object applications have different per-
spectives regarding the querying of the moving objects [2,3]. Be-
sides the typical types of queries such as point queries, range
queries and k-nearest neighbor queries which are widely used in
static object applications, queryingmoving objects hasmany other
dimensions. For example, the moving objects change their loca-
tionswith time; therefore, trackingmoving objects at certain times
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(a) Static objects. (b) Moving objects.

Fig. 1. Moving objects and static objects.

(temporal queries) is essential in security applications. Moreover,
tracking moving objects that entered or left a certain area (topo-
logical queries), is another unique perspective of moving objects
querying. These queries illustrate the different vectors of the mov-
ing objects which do not exist in static object applications.

In addition, different researches have been developed to anal-
yse objects which change their spatial location over time in order
to track and monitor cars, trains, and ships [4–7]. Most of these
researches on moving objects have concentrated on the common
spatio-temporal queries with a lack of attention being paid to the
variety of queries about moving objects. In our work, we concen-
trated on building a taxonomy that assists to achieve a better un-
derstanding of the moving object queries in order to build data
structures for moving objects. The main goal is to disclose the va-
riety of possible queries about moving objects in spatio-temporal
databases.

In this paper, we present a taxonomy formoving object queries.
The queries about moving objects can be performed in different
environments (underlying structures) which include the Eu-
clidean space, spatial road network and cellular space. There-
fore, we explain the moving objects’ environments in Section 2.
Then Section 3 explains the moving objects query taxonomy
from various perspectives. First is the Location perspective, which
includes common spatial queries such as K nearest neighbors
(KNNs), range queries and others. Second is the Motion perspec-
tive, which covers direction, velocity, distance and displacement
queries. Third is the Object perspective, which includes the type
status queries and the form status queries. Fourth is the Tempo-
ral perspective which includes the trajectory, timestamped, inside,
disjoint, meet, equal, contain, overlap and period queries. Last we
explain the Patterns perspective, where the moving objects are us-
ing undefinedmovement or predefinedmovement patterns which
include many patterns such as spatial movement patterns and
temporal movement patterns. Each perspective is explained with
illustrated examples. Section 4 summarizes our taxonomy with
targeted queries in most of the current moving object data struc-
tures.

2. Background

In this section, we explain the environments (underlying struc-
tures) of moving objects. The queries of moving objects are per-
formed in different environments of moving objects. Therefore,
understanding the underlying structures (the moving object envi-
ronments) is essential. Moreover, the measurements for moving
objects queries are different in each environment; hence, we need
to illustrate the measurement differences of each environment in
order to obtain a full picture of the query classifications.

The environments of the moving objects include the Euclidean
space, spatial road network and cellular space. The example in the

introduction section (see Fig. 1) is based on Euclidean space. In Eu-
clidean space, the distance between object Oi and Oj is the straight
and direct distance between them [8,9]. In this space, the queries
will be considered from the Euclidean space measurement point
of view. For example, a range query performed in Euclidean space
could return the moving objects in a 2 km radius. In this example,
the Euclidean space’s measurement will be used to measure the
distance from the query point to the points of interest up to the
2 km radius. Fig. 2(a) illustrates an example of a Euclidean space
measurement query, where q wants to retrieve the Euclidean dis-
tance between it and moving object O4.

The spatial road network is the other space that can be consid-
ered for moving objects. In a geospatial database setting, moving
objects can be located in the road network where the distance be-
tween Oi and Oj is a network distance (or shortest road) between
them [10–12]. Note that a spatial road network has topological re-
strictions and the distance between two objects is the actual road
distance (avoiding the obstacles). In this space, the queries will be
considered in terms of the road network measurement such as a
2NN query performed in a spatial road network to return the near-
est twomoving objects to q. In this example, the shortest pathmea-
surementwill be used to retrieve the results. Fig. 2(b), illustrates an
example of the spatial road network, where qwants to retrieve the
shortest path’s between its position and moving object O2.

Cellular space is a representation of location by sets of cells
that include moving objects. The basic difference between cel-
lular space and Euclidean space or spatial road networks is the
dependence on the geometric representation of spatial property
[11,10]. A query in Euclidean space or a spatial road network is
given with coordinates such as (xi; yi) and (xj; yj). On the other
hand, the queries in cellular space are usually based on cellular
notations such as: ‘‘What are the moving objects in cell 48?’’ In
this example, the cell number represents a cell identifier which
is the main difference from the outdoor coordinates in Euclidean
space or spatial road networks [13,14,10,15]. To further explain,
in a geometric space, both the located objects and locations will
be represented as coordinate n-tuples, represented as points, ar-
eas, and volumes. Basically, this type is based on a reference co-
ordinate system (RCS) which is used in many works [16–18,3]. On
the other hand, the location of a moving object is indicated by ab-
stract symbols or cells in cellular space. In cellular space, the lo-
cation descriptions are represented by sets and a located object in
that case is considered as a member of these sets. Indoor spaces
are usually treated as cellular space where the object locations are
not given with coordinates. The locations of the moving objects in
indoor spaces are usually based on cellular notations. Moreover,
many outdoor applications depend on the outdoor cellular space,
where the exact locations of the moving objects are not useful. In
this space, the queries will be considered from the cellular spaces
measurement point of view. The distance is notmetric, but is based
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(a) Euclidean space. (b) Spatial road network. (c) Cellular space.

Fig. 2. Space structures of moving objects.

(a) Range query. (b) 3NN query.

Fig. 3. Range and KNN queries.

on the number of hops. For example, if the q1 in Fig. 2(c) wants
to retrieve the nearest object to its location, O2 will be considered
the 1NN to q1 since it is located in the same cell. Another example
based on Fig. 2(c) where q2 wants to return the nearest object to
its location, the measurement will be based on the number of the
hops between the cells, where O1 is the nearest to q2.

3. Moving object queries taxonomy

Our taxonomy of moving object queries covers five perspec-
tives. First, the Location perspective includes common spatial
queries such as K nearest neighbors (KNNs), range queries and
others; second is the Motion perspective which covers direction,
velocity, distance anddisplacement queries; third is theObject per-
spective which includes the type and form status queries; fourth
is the Temporal perspective which includes the trajectory, time-
stamp, inside, disjoint, meet, equal, contain, overlap and period
queries; and finally there is the Patterns perspective, whereby the
moving object patterns can be undefinedmovement or predefined
movements. Each perspective is explained with illustrated exam-
ples.

3.1. Location perspective

The location perspective considers the location as the key ele-
ment in the moving object queries. Therefore, the results will be
retrieved based on the location requirements in the queries. For
example, range queries use the location as the main element to re-
turn the points of interests in a certain locationwith a certain range
distance to the query point. This perspective includes the common
location queries which are widely used in spatial databases. Loca-
tion perspective includesmany query types; however, wewill con-
fine the illustration to some examples such as spatial, navigational,
topological, N-body constraints and aggregate queries.

Spatial queries are common spatial queries which are widely-
used in spatial databases such as join, point, K Nearest Neighbor

(KNN), Reverse Nearest Neighbor (RNN), range, spatio-temporal
range and within-distance queries [19–22]. These queries usually
depend on the location (the coordinates) of the query (see Fig. 3).
Examples of KNN queries and range queries are ‘‘return the three
nearest taxis to location B and all taxis in 2 km radius range’’.
Spatio-temporal range queries consider the moving objects within
the spatial range and temporal interval, such as ‘‘retrieve moving
objects inside 2 km radius within 5 min from now’’. A within-
distance query example is as follows: ‘‘return moving objects in
the last 1 km distance to q’’.

Navigational queries focus on data such as heading, speed, travel
distance, location, path and many more (see Fig. 4(a)). Note that
the overhead of computing these answers will be paid because
the information that is requested is not stored directly. Next
we present some examples of navigational queries. A traffic
management center wants to return the current location or the
current speed of a particular vehicle, or another example, ‘‘return
the distance between object O2 and q’’.

Topological queries concentrate on the data stored partially or
fully of a trajectory object [5,4,23]. Enters, leaves, bypasses and
crosses are common operations that are involved in topological
queries (see Fig. 4(b)). Next we give some examples of topological
based queries: ‘‘Which vehicles entered Monash University most
recently?’’ Another example is: ‘‘Which objects crosses C6?’’ Note
that the complexity of processing this type of query includes the
consideration of the moving object locations as cellular notations.

N-body constraint queries are the types of queries in which we
can specify location constraints such as greater than or less than
a specific distance. Therefore, the query returns a set of N objects
which fulfil the alert location constraint. A query example to satisfy
a 2-body constraint (based on Fig. 5) is: ‘‘retrieve taxis within a
circular range with r = 3 from the center station’’. Fig. 5 shows
an example of N-body constraint queries.

Aggregate queries or window aggregate queries concentrate
on aggregate data over regions that satisfy some spatio-temporal
predicates. This type of query is processed somewhat differently
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(a) Path query. (b) Topological query.

Fig. 4. Topological and navigational queries.

Fig. 5. N-body constraint queries. ⟨O3,O4⟩ and the pair ⟨O5,O6⟩ satisfy a 2-body
constraint with alerting distance r = 3.

from a traditional relational database [24,25]. The difference is that
in window aggregate queries, detecting the predefined hierarchies
from ranges and locations of the spatio-temporal query window is
quite difficult, which leads to some difficulties and complexities
in using OLAP operations. For example: ‘‘return the number of
moving objects that have been inA area between2p.m. and3p.m.’’.
Another query example is: ‘‘return the maximum number of the
visitors to B area’’.

To sum up, the results from this perspective are retrieved based
on the location requirements in the queries. We explain several
examples such as spatial, navigational, topological, N-body con-
straints and aggregate queries. One of the important complexi-
ties in this perspective is maintaining the frequent update of the
queries; for example, maintaining the update of moving objects
which are involved in a range query, or maintaining the update of
moving objects’ speeds or travel distances in navigational queries.

3.2. Motion perspective

Motion can be observed by linking a reference to a moving ob-
ject and measuring its location change relative to another refer-
ence frame [26]. The motion perspective is a unique dimension of
moving objects which does not exist for static objects. Therefore,
motion queries can be raised for moving objects. There are many
motion vectors of the moving objects which can be classified as
motion vectors related to non geo-referencedmoving objects (such
as wind) and geo-referenced moving objects (such as vehicles).
Since we focus on geo-referenced moving objects which consume

geographical space, themotion vectors are classified as follows: ve-
locity, direction, distance and displacement.

Velocity queries are queries that illustrate the relevance of the
different speeds of eachmoving object. There is no doubt that each
moving objectwill have adifferent velocity range for its ownmove-
ment. For example, a transport company has a number of mov-
ing points (such as taxis); hence, the velocity range between the
moving objects will be different. Moreover, the velocity range of
each single object trip will be different as well. Therefore, object
velocity queries can be classified as similar range velocities or differ-
ent range velocities. Similar range velocities indicate that the target’s
moving objects on the map are moving at a similar speed range,
whereas different range velocities means that the query is inter-
ested in whether objects are moving at a different speed range [3].
Note that speed similarity or difference can be applied to one single
moving object, or to multiple moving objects. For example: ‘‘What
are the objects that are moving within the range 60 kmph to 65
kmph in the northern area?’’ This illustrates a query that is related
to each moving object’s velocity.

Direction queries are the queries that depend explicitly on the
moving objects’ directions and whether or not they have a similar
direction. For similar direction query, an example is: ‘‘return the
vehicles in the suburb of Clayton that changed their direction
to First St North’’, While a different direction query, ‘‘the traffic
management system wants to return all moving vehicles in the
suburb of Clayton which are moving in opposite directions’’.
Note that the moving object’s velocity and direction can make
a difference because it involves different data structures and
algorithms. The complexity of processing these types of queries
includes considering both the velocity and direction in the tree
structure of the moving object. Fig. 6 illustrates the direction and
velocity of moving objects.

Distance queries are queries that illustrate the relevance of the
different distances of each moving object. The distance vector
is the path followed by the moving object during its motion.
Here we focus on the relevant distances between the moving
objects [26]. Note that relevant distances can be applied to one
single moving object, or to multiple moving objects; for example:
‘‘return the moving objects that moved 2000 m distant’’. Another
example which illustrates a query that is related to the moving
object’s distance is: ‘‘return the location of moving object A when
its mileage (moved distance) reaches half the moving object B
mileage’’.

Displacement queries are queries that illustrate the relevance of
the different displacement of each moving object. The displace-
ment vector is the shortest distance starting from the initial point
to the last destination point in the motion of a moving object [27].
Moreover, displacement has two vectors which are distance and
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(a) Moving object’s direction. (b) Moving object’s velocity.

Fig. 6. Direction and velocity of the moving objects.

(a) Moving objects’ distance. (b) Moving objects’ displacement.

Fig. 7. Distance and displacement of the moving objects.

direction [28]. Here we focus on the relevance of the between dis-
placement of the moving objects. For example: ‘‘return all moving
objects thatmoved around the fieldwith the displacement = 0’’. In
this example the results will include all moving objects thatmoved
from an initial point and went back to the same initial point. An-
other example which illustrates queries that are related to moving
object’s displacement is: ‘‘return the location of moving object A
when its displacement is equal to its moved distance/2’’. Fig. 7 il-
lustrates the distance and displacement of moving objects.

To sum up, the motion perspective can be observed by linking
a motion vector to a movement. Our focus on the geo-referenced
moving objects includes velocity, direction, distance and displace-
ment. The issues raised in this perspective include how to associate
themotion vectors in the query processing, and how to involve the
location perspective with the motion vectors.

3.3. Object perspective

The object perspective considers the object characteristics as
the key element in the query. Therefore, the results will be re-
trieved based on the object characteristics (type or form) that are
indicated in the query. There are many types of moving objects;
therefore, the object queries make a difference because they in-
volve different data structures and algorithms. Queries about a
moving object can involve different types of moving objects, or
can specify only one type. Consequently, we need to illustrate the
queries that are related to the object perspective ofmoving objects.
Object perspective can be classified as follows: object-type queries
which include single-type and multi-types and object-form queries
which include point, line and region objects.

Object-type queries are queries that depend explicitly on the
moving object types and whether or not they are of a similar type.
There is no doubt that the types of moving objects are different
and are determined by the main sponsor of the moving object. For

example, a transport company has different types ofmoving points
such as taxis, buses etc. The type querywill consider the object from
a single-type or multi-types perspective. Single type queries means
that the outcomes of the query will be only one type of moving ob-
ject (object type = 1), which means the objects are similar in all
factors of the queries. For example, cohort [29–31], which means
a group that has a factor in common that will be statistically rel-
evant. For example, a similar gender (females): ‘‘return the loca-
tions of all females employees of the company’’.Multi-type queries
means that the outcome of the query will be more than one type
of moving object (object type > 1). For example: ‘‘return the lo-
cations of all moving objects in Second St’’. Here, the objects are
heterogeneous because they are not the same type (such as same
vehicle). Therefore, the outcome of this query might include dif-
ferent types of moving objects such as different makes of car and
different mobile users.

Object-form queries are related to the body/form of the moving
objects. Defining the object form to a large degree influences the
successful design of a spatial data structure and definitely influ-
ences the performance of spatial database systems [32]. Themajor-
ity of geo-referenced moving objects in spatial databases are con-
sidered as points such as individuals, mobile users, vehicles, and
many more. However, the moving objects can also be considered
as lines and regions [33,34]. A group of moving objects which are
moving in a line formatting can be considered as line moving ob-
jects. For example, a procession of cars constitutes amoving line on
the roads. A query example is: ‘‘return the length of the line that is
moving towards Second Street’’. Another body status ofmoving ob-
jects is the moving region. This is clear in the movements of army
troops and land extensions. The queries about moving regions can
be about locations, size and other characteristics. Fig. 8 shows a
representation of moving points and moving regions.

To sum up, the object perspective focuses on the object char-
acteristics as the key element in the queries. This perspective can
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(a) Moving points. (b) Moving regions.

Fig. 8. An example of moving points and moving regions.

include object-type queries and object-form querieswhich include
points, lines and regions objects. The issues include the difference
that can be made in the data structures and algorithms consider-
ing new types of moving objects, and the issues associated with
indexing unstructured moving objects.

3.4. Temporal perspective

The temporal perspective includes queries about the moving
objects which concern to the temporal aspects and characteristics
of the moving objects. Therefore, the temporal aspects will be
included in this perspective’s queries in different ways as given or
requested. The time aspect is a unique vector of moving objects
compared with static objects. Moreover, historical (temporal)
queries are based on the time of the moving object and show the
time difference for objects moving from one place to another [35].
Each database state has a link with a time-stamp [36]. In the state,
the value of the dynamic object will be taken to be the value
of the moving object at the time (t) [32,33,37]. We classify the
temporal perspective as follows: trajectory, timestamped, inside,
disjoint, meet, equal, contain, overlap and period queries.

Trajectorymeans that the sequence timeof amoving objectwith
the timestamps of each visit is stored and available for analysis.
Trajectories can be used to describe the movement behavior of
objects and therefore they can assist in determining groups of
objects with the same trajectory. A query example is: ‘‘return the
trajectory of object Ol’’. In this example, the location path of Ol is
retrieved with each time-stamp of each location.

The database history is a sequence of database states, one for
each time, depending on the fixed global clock. Hence, timestamps
will be strictly applied on the database history.Moreover, the value
of an object will be different in two respective database states;
therefore, timestamps queries can be classified as lower time-
stamp, current time-stamp, future time-stamp and interval (range)
timestamps [32,4,35,38,39]. A lower time-stamp shows the recorded
times of eachmoving object over previously visited location (past).
For example, a delivery company wants to know the recorded
time of delivery car X at its last location (historical queries). A
lower time-stamp is based on the previously recorded information
for a moving object in the database. A current time-stamp shows
the current time of the moving object visited locations [40,41].
For example, ‘‘where is Object Oi Now’’. On the other hand, the
estimation future time-stamp is based on the estimated time for the
moving object to reach its next location (predictive queries) (see
Fig. 9) [42]. Here, the query must cooperate with the distance of
the next location and the current velocity of the moving object
to determine the expected future time, for example, ‘‘return the
nearest ambulance that will reach Monash University Clayton
Campus in the next 2 h’’. Interval (range) timestamps specify a
certain period of time which has a start and an end, for example,
‘‘return the ambulances that entered Monash University Clayton
Campus between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.’’.

Fig. 9. Timestamped queries (lower, current and future timestamps).

Inside temporal queries indicate moving objects inside a certain
time determined by the query. Inside temporal queries are
different from the range time-stamp queries because the specified
times are not timestamps, it can be a day or a week, for example,
‘‘return the moving objects that were active yesterday’’. In this
example, the result should be themoving objects thatweremoving
at any time during the previous day.

Disjoint temporal queries indicate moving objects that have
nothing in common from the temporal perspective. In these
queries, the times that are determined for each moving object
are different. For example, ‘‘return two moving objects where one
works on night shift and the other on day shift’’. In this example,
the result should be two moving objects that have not worked
together on the same shift.

Meet temporal queries are queries about moving objects that
touch a common portion of their time boundaries. In other words,
these are queries about moving objects that meet in their event
times. For example, ‘‘return the moving objects that meet in any
of their finish or start working times’’. In this example, the result
would be the moving objects that their finishing working time
meetswith other objects’ startingworking time (or otherwise) (e.g.
return O1 and O2, because O1 working time finishes at 5 p.m. and
O2 working time starts at 5 p.m.).

Equal temporal queries are queries about moving objects that
are equal on the temporal side. The results of the equal temporal
queries should have exactly equal times. An example of an equal
temporal query is: ‘‘return the moving objects that arrived at
buildingA yesterday at 2 p.m. and left the building at 3 p.m.’’. In this
example, the result should be only the moving objects that have
met all the temporal aspects of the query, which are yesterday, 2
p.m. and 3 p.m.

Contain temporal queries are queries about moving objects that
contain similarities in some temporal aspects. Contain temporal
queries have some equal times between the moving objects.
Example for a contain temporal query is ‘‘return themoving objects
that arrived of building A at 3 p.m. or 5 p.m. or 6 p.m.’’. In this
example, the result should be the moving objects that have any
of the temporal aspects in the query, which are 3 p.m. or 5 p.m. or
6 p.m.
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Fig. 10. Temporal operations.

Overlap temporal queries are queries about moving objects that
overlap some targeted times. An example of the overlap temporal
query is: ‘‘return all moving objects where their working duties
are overlapped with the day shift and the night shift’’. The result
should be the moving objects that have been in that place at both
shift times. Fig. 10 illustrates some of the temporal operations.

Period temporal queries are queries about moving objects that
have a specified period of time. An example of the period temporal
query is: ‘‘return all taxis that were in Monash University for
20 min’’. The result should be all taxis that were in the specified
place (MonashUniversity) for the specified period of time (20min).

To sum up, the temporal perspective is associated with queries
about moving objects which concentrate on the temporal aspects
and characteristics of moving objects. Many issues and complex-
ities can be considered in temporal perspective queries such as
maintaining the ongoing updating of the time with the location of
the moving objects. Moreover, it is important to develop an index
structure that facilitates temporal operation queries such as over-
lap and contains temporal queries.

3.5. Patterns perspective

Here we argue that according to this perspective some queries
will be raised only when their movement patterns or behaviors
are known. Movement patterns are any interesting relationships
in a set of moving objects or any recognizable regularity in spatio-
temporal data. In this perspective, the query depends entirely on
the objects’ predefined movement patterns. Patterns perspective
queries are classified as: spatial patterns, spatio-temporalmovement
and temporal patterns. We explain these pattern categories with
some movement pattern examples in terms of a number of char-
acteristics and query examples.

3.5.1. Spatial patterns
The spatial patterns are the patterns of the movement that in-

clude the spatial concentration of the moving objects. In other

words, spatial patterns are concerned with the spatial aspects of
the moving objects. Therefore, these patterns address as the spa-
tial features of the moving objects and the impact on the existence
of unique queries. Spatial patterns have many examples of move-
ment patterns and we will be addressing some of them such as
co-location, concentration and Levy flights, with several query ex-
amples.

Co-location occurs when the movements of the objects have
similar locations in common [2,38]. Co-location patterns have
three types. First, ordered co-location which exists when the com-
mon locations are reached in similar order. Second, un-ordered co-
location exists when the common locations are reached in different
orders. Third, symmetrical co-location exists if the common loca-
tions are reached in opposite orders [29]. For example, if tourists
are visiting four different areas in Melbourne city which are Mel-
bourne Zoo, Melbourne Museum, the Great Ocean Road and the
Yarra Valley. If the tourists reach the locations in the same or-
der, this will achieve the ordered co-location pattern, whereas,
if the tourists reach the areas in different orders, the un-ordered
co-location pattern will be achieved. Moreover, if the areas are
reached in reverse order, then we have symmetrical co-location.
Fig. 11 illustrates two types of co-location. The query example is:
‘‘return the tourist buses that are moving in the same order’’.

Concentration indicates the spatial concentration of moving
objects at a certain instance of time; for example, congestion in-
dicates an area that is affected by a crowd of vehicles in a trans-
portation network. The query example is: ‘‘return the ambulances
that are located in crowded areas of the city’’.

The Levy flights pattern comes from the name Paul Pierre Levy,
the French mathematician. It means a kind of random walk in
which the increments are distributedbasedon aheavy-tailed prob-
ability distribution [43,44]. In other words, after many steps, the
distance from the original random walk will become a stable dis-
tribution [45,44]. The Levy flight concept has been used in a large
number of fields such as nature and biology [45,44]. It has also been
used in tracking stock market fluctuations, turbulent flow and hu-
man travel [43–45].

From our perspective, we are interested in the practical situa-
tion of the Levy flights. It is clear from Fig. 12 that there is a range of
small random flights, separated by a transformation to some extent
jumping to another area. We illustrate this with a simple example
of Levy flight randommovement; amaintenance company receives
a call from Monash University Clayton Campus for a maintenance
callout, so the company’s maintenance car jumps from the com-
pany location to the University. During the operations in the Uni-
versity they received an emergency call from Chadstone Shopping
Center for another maintenance callout. We can notice that the
movement patterns here are random and without pre-planning,
but themovement adopts the Levy flight aspect,where a stable dis-
tribution (in the University and Chadstone Shopping Center) has a
jumping stage in between. A query example is: ‘‘return the total
number of jumps which were made by maintenance car A today’’.

(a) Ordered co-location. (b) Un-ordered co-location.

Fig. 11. Co-location patterns.
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Fig. 12. Illustrates a jumping in Levy flight.

3.5.2. Spatio-temporal patterns
This pattern of movement concerns in the spatio-temporal as-

pects of the movement. Therefore, these patterns address the spa-
tial and temporal features together of the moving objects and the
impact on the existence of unique queries. There is a variety of
movement patterns in the spatio-temporal category; however our
aim to not limit themovement patterns. Our aim is to illustrate that
with knowledge of the movement patterns, some unique queries
about themoving objects can be raised. For illustration, wewill ex-
plain some of the spatio-temporal patterns such as incidents, con-
stancy, sequence, periodicity, meet and moving cluster with some
query examples.

First, incidents movements among multiple objects can be di-
vided into four pattern types: concurrence, co-incidence, opposition
and dispersion [29].Concurrence refers to an incident that contains a
set of entities having similar values ofmovement attributes for cer-
tain duration of time,whereas co-incidence is a specific type of inci-
dence that considers the similarity of themoving objects’ positions.
This type can be full co-incidence which means the same locations
are reached at the same time, or lagged co-incidence, meaning that
the same locations are reached after a time delay. Opposition indi-
cates a multi-polar arrangement of movement parameter values,
such as a sudden group splitting of moving objects to two oppo-
site movement directions. Dispersion indicates a group of moving
objects that perform a non-uniform motion (opposite of concur-
rence) [46]. A query example is, ‘‘retrieve the moving objects that
reach location A at 9:00 p.m’’. (full co-incidence pattern).

Second, constancy is when the motion consists of parameters
still on the same values or only slightly changed for a duration
of time [29]. For example, a group of cars are moving on a
straight road at a specific velocity, and direction and the derived
parameters remain the same for a particular duration. The query
example is: ‘‘track all the vehicles that are heading north and
accelerating at an unreasonable speed’’.

The third pattern is Sequence, which is a series of locations that
have been visited as an ordered list. This type of pattern indicates
a known start and end point in space and time. Sequence patterns
are based on the locations and their timestamps. An example of
a sequential pattern is a group of tourists visiting a set of places
(Zoo, Museum and Gallery) in a particular sequence Zoo −→

Museum −→ Gallery within a specified duration of time [47].
Periodicity: this type indicates a cyclical pattern through a pe-

riod of time (e.g. weekly or daily). This type shows a regular
repetition of the movement (spatio-temporal periodicity) for a
particular duration. For example, security patrolling cars regu-
larly monitor specific locations through a regular repetition of

Fig. 13. Meet pattern.

movement in each period of time. The query example is: ‘‘return
the locations that security car x regularly moves over’’.

The Meet pattern consists of a set of moving objects that meet
at a particular point or location. Note that the meet pattern can
be a fixed meet or un-fixed meet depending on whether or not
the moving objects that stay together for a certain duration are
planned for the meeting region [29,48]. For example, a group of
friends moving to meet in a certain cafe for a meeting (fixed), or a
group of taxis moving towards the airport to drop off passengers
(un-fixed). Fig. 13 illustrates the meet pattern. The query example
is: ‘‘in a marathon running competition, a runner invokes a query
to return the number of runners ahead of his/her location’’.

A moving cluster is a set of moving objects that, during move-
ments, stay close to each other while moving in a similar path for
a specific duration. Note that it is not necessary that the moving
objects participating in the pattern stay the same; for example, a
query about moving troops in parallel methods on a military bat-
tlefield.

3.5.3. Temporal patterns
The temporal patterns are the patterns of the movement that

focus on temporal characteristics of moving objects. In other
words, this pattern of movement is interested in the temporal
aspects of themovement. There are a variety ofmovement patterns
in the temporal category and for illustration we will explain
some of the temporal patterns such as temporal relations, and
synchronization in timewith some query examples.

Temporal relations are patterns which are based on the on time
axis, for instance, a query about a group ofmoving objects stopping
after a long trip. Fig. 14 explains how the temporal relations pattern
depends on the time axis.

Synchronization in time is divided into two types. First, full syn-
chronization indicates a pattern when changes of movement pa-
rameters happen similarly with no time delay (e.g., velocities,
direction). Lagged synchronization indicates a pattern when
changes of movement parameters happen similarly but after a de-
lay of time. For example, ‘‘return the police cars that changed their
direction on Monash Hwy 5 min from now’’.

Note that our aim is not to limit the number of movement
patterns as there are a large number of other movement patterns.
The main idea is to illustrate that with knowledge of movement
patterns, new queries about moving objects can be raised.
Moreover, these can integrate any type of previous movement
patterns and thus produce a set of different queries that depend on
the combined movement patterns. Many issues and complexities
can be considered using the patterns perspective, for example,
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Fig. 14. Temporal relations pattern.

associating certain movement patterns in the index structure.
Moreover, predefining movement patterns can influence the
updating of the moving objects.

4. Moving object data structures and targeted queries

Manyworks have been proposed to accommodate the intensive
updating which is the main issue when indexing moving objects
databases. As an illustrative example, suppose that we are track-
ing the positions of 2 million mobile phone users in Melbourne.
Each user updates his/her position every 10 s, and a single loca-
tion server keeps track of them. The location server continuously
receives the location update stream as a sequence of location up-
date records in a form of (ObjectID, p (x, y)), where ObjectID is the
moving object identifier and p is its location coordinate. The loca-
tion server needs to efficiently handle 200,000 updates per second.
Here, for each update operation, the location server will update
the locations of the moving objects which maintain the spatial in-
dex. This is necessary in order to answer the variety of spatial and
location queries. Therefore, many works have been focusing on
minimizing the above-mentioned update cost for each update.
Moreover, index structures also aim to obtain a logarithmic search
complexity. For example, works such TPR-tree are basically based
on R*-tree where the search complexity O(logMn) [16,49,50].

In this section, we summarize our taxonomy with targets
queries in most of the current moving object data structures. Note
that the movement patterns in all of these index structures do not
specify moving patterns for the moving objects. Many data struc-
tures have focused on the location perspective which includes the
common queries in the spatial databases. For example, Saltenis
et al. introduced the TPR-tree, (Time Parameterized R-tree) which
is based on the R*-tree, in order to construct and manage moving
objects. The main idea of the TPR-tree is that the index stores the
velocities of objects along with their positions in nodes. Therefore,
the TPR-tree and its successors [16,17,3,51,18,36] focused on the
spatial queries such as range queries.

Works such as [11,15,52,13] index moving objects in symbolic
indoor spaces, which can then process the navigational, topolog-
ical and aggregation queries. For example, indoor-tree [15] in-
dexes record moving objects in indoor cellular space based on
the adjacency between the indoor cells. The data structure con-
siders the indoor characteristics such as doors, rooms and hall-
ways and topology predicates (enter, leave, cross, etc.). Therefore,
these queries involve location, path (navigational queries), and en-
ter, leave (topological queries). Moreover, the RTR-tree and TP2R-
tree [13] are two R-tree-based indexes for trajectories of objects
moving in symbolic space. The RTR-tree is based on a 2D R-tree on
the Reader-Time space to organize trajectories as line segments.
The TP2R-tree is based also on Reader-Time space; however, it
transforms a trajectory to a set of points. Both of them consider

characteristics such as doors, rooms, hallways, etc. and topology
predicates (enter, leave, cross, etc.), which makes them easily sup-
port navigational, topological and aggregation queries.

Moving objects have different characteristics from static ob-
jects, such as motion vectors. A limited number of data structures
concentrate on the motion vectors in the construction of the mov-
ing objects’ data. An example is the DV-TPR*-tree [3] which in-
dexes moving objects based on the spatial, direction and velocity
domains. Therefore, the DV-TPR*-tree easily supports velocity and
direction queries. Another example is distance signature [10], for
computation of the distance and query processing over long dis-
tances. Therefore, [10] supportsmotion distance queries.

In addition, moving objects havemany types; therefore, the ob-
ject queries can make a difference because they involve different
data structures and algorithms. The majority of the current data
structures focus on moving points with a lack of attention to mov-
ing lines and moving regions. For example, MV3R-tree, TPR-tree,
FNR-tree, RP-tree and many others index the moving points as co-
ordinates (x, y) [16,52,34,53].

Works that concentrate on temporal moving objects include
[53–55]. The Historical R-tree (HR-tree) is one of the earliest data
structures to focus on historical data [55]. The main idea is to use
the time-stamp history to construct the R-tree. R-trees can make
use of common paths if objects do not change their positions, and
new branches are created only for objects that have moved. It
is clear that HR-trees are efficient in cases of time-stamp queries,
as the search degenerates into a static query for which R-trees
are very efficient. Another work that focuses on temporal data is
the Multi-version 3D R-tree (MV3R-tree) [53] which basically uses
multi-version B-trees [21] and combines them with 3D R-trees
[53,33].

Works that concentrate on trajectories of moving objects are
[56,57], which include the trajectory bundle tree (TB-tree), which
is based on the R-tree [21,58]. The idea is to index trajectories by
allowing a leaf node to contain line segments only from the same
trajectory, which assists in retrieving the trajectory of an indi-
vidual object, but negatively influences the spatio-temporal range
queries [56,21]. Another trajectory index is named the STR tree
(Spatio-Temporal R-tree) [56,57,8]. STR is based not only on spa-
tial closeness, but also on trajectory preservation. The STR-tree can
keep the line segments within the same trajectory [8]; therefore,
it can easily support trajectory queries. Many other works focus
on indexing the trajectories of moving object such as [37,13,52].
Table 1 summarizes the taxonomy queries of moving objects in
spatial databases, with some examples of the moving object data
structures of the targeted queries.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a taxonomy formoving object queries
to address the variety of queries that can be raised about moving
objects of interest. This research focuses on geo-referenced mov-
ing objects, which consume geographical space. We started by il-
lustrating the environments of the moving objects which include
Euclidean space, road networks and cellular space. The queries
taxonomy mainly uses five perspectives to retrieve moving ob-
jects which include: First, the Location perspective, which includes
common spatial queries such as spatial, topological, navigational,
N-body constraints and aggregation queries; second, the Motion
perspective, which covers the distance, velocity, direction and dis-
placement queries; third, the Object perspective which covers type
queries and form status queries (points, lines and regions); fourth,
the Temporal perspective, in which the query can be a trajectory,
timestamped, inside, disjoint, meet, equal, contain, overlap or period
queries; and last, from a Patterns perspective, whereby the mov-
ing objects can be predefined movements which include many
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Table 1
Taxonomy queries of moving objects.

Perspective Queries Examples of data structures Unique feature

Location perspective Spatial queries
TPR-tree, TPR*-tree, Indoor-tree,
RP-tree, Q+Rtree, RTR-tree,
TP2R-tree and LUGrid

Location as main element
Navigational queries
N-Body constraint queries
Topological queries
Aggregation queries

Motion perspective Direction queries
DV-TPR*-tree and distance
signature Motion vectorsVelocity queries

Displacement queries
Distance queries

Object perspective Type queries TI-tree, STR-tree, TPR-tree,
Indoor-tree, TPRuv-tree and GG
TPR-tree

Similarity of the objects’
type or form

Moving points
Moving lines
Moving regions

Temporal perspective Trajectory queries

HR-tree, MV3R-tree, TB-tree,
TI-tree, SETI, STR-tree, MOT-tree
and ITD-tree

Trajectories or timestamps

Timestamped queries
Inside temporal queries
Disjoint temporal queries
Equal temporal queries
Contain temporal queries
Overlap temporal queries
Period temporal queries

Patterns perspective Spatial patterns
Movement patternsSpatio-temporal patterns

Temporal patterns

patterns (spatial movement patterns, spatio-temporal movement
patterns and temporal movement patterns). Each perspective has
been defined in a concise and expressive way according to a num-
ber of characteristics and by using examples.

In our future research,we intend to extendour taxonomymodel
to include the query processing of queries about the object queries.
A data structure needs to be built in order to support some of the
new moving object queries, especially after finding a lack of sup-
port for these queries in the current moving object data structures.
For example, wewill build a data structure to fit some of themove-
ment pattern queries which have not received attention on the
data structure side.
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